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against the election of Prior Thomas of Melsanby in the
court of Walter Gray, the metropolitan, on the grounds
that he was hostile to the king and had sworn fealty to the
king's enemy, the King of Scotland, that he was a homicide
and a simoniac, liable to excommunication and insufficiently
learned, that he had broken his monastic vows and attacked
the liberties of the Church. It is clear that the charges
were formal rather than real. c Ista autem omnia proposuit
rex .,. non artans se ad omnia supradicta probanda sed ad
unum quod ei sufficere debeat.'1 Walter Gray admitted
only the pleas of hostility and simony.*
Similarly, refusal to confirm an election on the part of
the metropolitan could be made only on formal grounds.
It fell to him not only to hear the objections of opposing
parties but to make a scrupulous examination of the validity
.of the process of the election and the canonical fitness of
the bishop-elect.3 An exception to the person of the elect
or technical flaw in the process, duly proved, was sufficient
to render the election null. The importance of the metro-
politan examination, whether it was directed to questions
of character or to casual circumstances, was yet urged by a
decree of the Lateran Council on pain of drastic punish-
ments.4 When scrupulously performed, the examination
might be a safeguard of the utmost value.
The indirect result, however, of this process of confirma-
tion was to make a cathedral chapter equally anxious to
follow the form of correct procedure when secular abuse
crept into the election, as when it was cfree\ As the
least departure from set forms might cause the election to
be set aside, if opposition came from any quarter, it followed
that the strictest attention to these formalities was essential
to success. Thus we find the same close and self-conscious
effort to celebrate an irreproachable election in the election
of Walter of Eynsham to Canterbury, when the proceedings
1	Hist. Dunelm. Scrip. Tres, Appendix LXXII-LXXIV (Exceptions Henrici III
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2	Col. Papal Letters, i. 176.
3	Cf. examination of the election of M. Robert Bingham to Salisbury: Reg.
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4	Decretals of Gregory IX, lib. i, tit. vi, cap. 44 in Corpus luris Canordd (ed.
Friedberg), vol. ii.

